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Abstract

This paper argues that assuming a common information set shared
by the public and the central bank may be inappropriate when one is
concerned with the value of information itself. Specifically, we argue
that it may lead one to draw the conclusion that monetary policy do
not benefit from accurate real time data. This paper sets up a New-
Keynesian model with optimal discretionary monetary policy, where
we allow for partial and diverse information. The model is used to
show that monetary policy do benefit from private and accurate real
time data, where ’private’ is the crucial assumption. The representative
household is better of with less accurate information since this reduces
the relative price distortions due to inflation and staggered prices. An
implication of the negative welfare consequences of a well informed
public is that central banks should be restrictive with publishing their
real time data.
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1 Introduction

Recent advances in modelling monetary policy have allowed economists to
study how monetary policy is affected by noisy indicators. Building on ear-
lier work on control with partial information by Pearlman (1986) and Currie,
Levine and Pearlman (1986), Svensson and Woodford (2003, 2004) provide
general procedures to solve a class of monetary policy models where some
variables are unobservable and some are only observable with noise. Their
framework has been utilized by for instance Ehrmann and Smets (2002)
who investigate the performance of different policy rules in a calibrated
forward/backward looking model while Lippi and Neri (2003) contributes
substantially to related empirical methods by showing how the indicator
accuracy and the structural parameters of a model can be estimated simul-
taneously. As noted by Lippi and Neri (2003) and Nimark (2003) noisy
indicators often improve macroeconomic outcomes in this class of models,
and thus suggests that central bankers do not beneÞt from the availabil-
ity of accurate real time data. This paper will show that the crucial, and
as we will argue, unrealistic, assumption underlying this result is the as-
sumption of a common information set shared by the central bank and the
representative household of the economy. In the model presented below, the
central bank and the representative household will be endowed with diverse
(but intersecting) information sets. This will allow us to show that both
the policymaker and the representative household is better off with a well
informed central bank. However, we will also show that staggered prices im-
plies that welfare is decreasing in the accuracy of the information available
to the representative household.

We will derive some analytical results on the effects of increasing the
noise in the information set of one agent, while holding the actions of the
other (class of) agent(s) Þxed. While this method ignores some of the equi-
librium behavior of the model, it allows us to build intuition for the main
result of the paper: Monetary policy performs better the more the central
bank and the less the households know about the state of the economy.
We show that this effect is stronger the more important the future is for
the determination of inßation today. We also calculate expected losses for
the equilibrium dynamics of the model, to Þnd out whether the equilib-
rium behavior left out of the analytical part are qualitatively important.
This numerical exercise conÞrms that the behavior suggested by the partial
analysis carries over to the general equilibrium dynamics of the model. We
end the paper by arguing that less accurate indicators work as a de facto
coordination mechanism between pricesetters that decreases relative price
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externalities caused by inßation and staggered prices.
Is the assumption of diverse information realistic? Romer and Romer

(2000) and Ellingsen and Söderström (2003) provide empirical evidence of
private sector responses to monetary policy consistent with some private cen-
tral bank information. Romer and Romer argue that the private information
of the central bank is probably due to superior information processing, i.e.
more and better economists, rather than earlier or more accurate access to
data. They thus argue that the Federal Reserve in general has better infor-
mation than the market. This does not imply that the central bank knows
everything the market knows. It is hard to imagine that the Fed is never
surprised by a market reaction. We do not believe that many will Þnd the
assumption of some private household information controversial.

When agents in an economic model have partial and diverse information,
a problem of how to handle higher order beliefs emerges. Papers by Sargent
(1991) and Pearlman and Sargent (2002) develop modelling methods to deal
with this problem, and apply them to the previously unsolvable two sector
growth model of Section VII in Townsend (1983). We believe this paper
to be the Þrst to apply a technique similar to that of Sargent (1991) to
solve a model of monetary policy, though higher order beliefs in models of
monetary policy have been treated before by Amato and Shin (2003). Amato
and Shin focus on partial and diverse information within a symmetric class
of agents, i.e. Þrms, while in the present paper non-symmetric agents, i.e.
the policymaker and households, hold diverse information with respect to
each other. Svensson and Woodford (2003), like the present paper, sets up a
model of diversity of information between the central bank and the public.
However, in their framework the public is perfectly informed which avoids
the problem of higher order beliefs and simpliÞes the Þltering problem facing
the central bank.

The next section presents the structural model. This is followed in Sec-
tion 3 by a description of the nature of diversity of information and the signal
extraction problems facing the agents. Section 4 contains the analytical (but
partial) results while Section 5 explains how a diverse information equilib-
rium can be found. Section 6 conÞrms that the partial results of Section 4
carries over to the full equilibrium dynamics of the model. Section 7 returns
to the microfoundations of the model and the implications of inßation and
staggered prices on the welfare of the representative household. Section 8
concludes by summarizing the results and discussing policy implications and
future directions of research.
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2 The Model

We will use a standard new Keynesian model with Calvo pricing for the
formal analysis.1 Readers already familiar with the model can skip to the IS
curve (14) and the New-Keynesian Phillips curve (19) to conÞrm their priors.
They may also want to have a look on the exogenous processes (20),(21) and
(22).

In what follows, lower case letters denote the natural logarithm of the
variables denoted with the corresponding capital letters.

2.1 Consumers

The representative consumer maximizes

�0

∞X
�=0

��

Ã
�

1−�
�

1− �
− ��

1+�

1 + �

!
(1)

where �� is labor supply in period t and � is the discount rate. �� is a CES
aggregator

�� =

µZ 1

0
�� (�)

�−1
� ��

¶ �

�−1

	 (2)

Let


� =

µZ 1

0

� (�)

1−� ��

¶ 1
1−�

	 (3)

be the aggregate price index. This yields three Þrst order conditions for the
representative consumer. A demand schedule for each good

��(�) = −�(�(�)− �) + �� (4)

a labor supply condition

�� − � = ��� − ��� (5)

where �� is the nominal wage and an Euler equation for the intertemporal
consumption choice

�� = −1
�
(�� −�� [��+1]− �) +�� [��+1] (6)

where �� is the short term interest rate.
1For a recent and clear derivation, see Gali (2002).
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2.2 Production

Firms produce differentiated goods indexed by � with technology

��(�) = ����(�) (7)

where �� is technology at time t. The log of �� follows

�� = b�+ ����−1 + ��� (8)

Aggregate output �� is

�� =

µZ 1

0
�� (�)

�−1
� ��

¶ �

�−1

(9)

and since there is no storage technology, clearing of the goods market implies

�� = �� (10)

Substituting (10) into the Euler equation (6) yields the equilibrium condition

�� = −1
�
(�� −�� [��+1]− �) +�� [��+1] (11)

2.3 Equilibrium output

We can assume without loss of generality that both output and inßation
have zero means. Potential output can then be written as

�� = �����−1 + ���� (12)

where � = 1+�
�+� 	 This is the level of output that would prevail under ßexible

prices. RedeÞne this process as

�� = ����−1 + ��� (13)

The IS curve will then be

(�� − ��) = ��[��+1 − ��+1]−
1

�
(�� −����+1) + ��� (14)

where we have added an exogenous demand shock, ���. Demand shocks are
usually motivated by either shocks to preferences or as shocks to government
spending. For this paper it will suffice to say that the demand shocks do not
stem from shocks to preferences. This would complicate the welfare analysis
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without any clear beneÞt to the argument of this paper. However, shocks
to preferences can be handled in a similar framework, but the derivation of
the potential level of output would then be more cumbersome.

All Þrms face a common real marginal cost

��� = �� − � − �� − � + ��� (15)

where � is a production subsidy given to achieve an efficient level of output
in equilibrium and ��� is an exogenous marginal cost (cost-push) shock .
Use the intratemporal labor supply condition (5), the production function
(7) and the market clearing condition (10) to write equilibrium marginal
cost as a function of output, technology, the production subsidy and the
cost-push shock

��� = (� + �)�� − (1 + �)�� − � + ���	 (16)

2.4 Price setting

If a fraction (1 − �) of Þrms adjust prices each period, then the price level
will follow

� = ��−1 + (1− �)∗� (17)

where

∗� = �+ (1− ��)
∞X
�=0

(��)��� [�+����+�] (18)

is the price set by Þrms adjusting prices in period t where � is the steady
state mark-up. It can then be showed that inßation will follow

�� = �����+1 + �(�(�� − ��) + ���) (19)

where {�� �� ��} is inßation, output, and potential output in period t. �� is
the expectations operator based on information at time t. The nature of the
information available to different agents in the economy will be made precise
in the next section. � and � are deÞned as � ≡ 1−	

	 (1− ��) and � ≡ (�+�)	
Together � and � determine the slope of the (short run) Phillips curve.

2.5 The exogenous variables

The exogenous variables in the model, {��� ��� ��} all follow AR(1) processes

��� = �����−1 + ��� (20)
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��� = �����−1 + ��� (21)

�� = ����−1 + ��� (22)

or
!� = �!�−1 + "� (23)

where !� = [��� ��� ��]
0 and � is a matrix with the autoregressive parameters

{�� �� ��} on the diagonal. The vector of disturbances, "� =
£
��� ��� ���

¤0
has mean zero and covariance Σuu	

Equations (14) and (19)-(22) describes the dynamics of the endogenous
variables inßation and output, and can be put in compact form as

#� = $!� + %#

�+1|� +&�� (24)

!� = �!�−1 + "� (25)

$ = $−1
0 $1 % = $−1

0 %1 & = $−1
0 &1	 (26)

$0 =

·
1 −��

0 1

¸
 $1 =

·
� 0 −��

0 1 1

¸
 (27)

%1 =

·
� 0
1
� 1

¸
 &1 =

·
0
− 1

�

¸
(28)

where #� = [�� ��]
0.

2.6 The Policymaker

The policymaker will set the interest rate to minimize the loss function

Λ� = ��

" ∞X
�=0

��
£
'(��+� − ��+�)

2 + �2
�+�

¤#
(29)

where ' is a preference parameter of the policymaker. In the later analysis
we will assume that ' is such that there is no conßict of interests between
the central bank and the households of the economy. This is implemented
by setting ' = ��

� 	2 This formulation of the loss function implies that the
policymaker�s target level of output is state dependent and equal to potential
output, and that the target level of inßation is zero. The linear-quadratic
framework allows the optimal setting of the policy instrument, i.e. the
interest rate to be expressed as a linear function (  of the exogenous state
vector

� = ( !�	

2 See Woodford (2001) for a derivation of the lossfunction as a second order approxi-
mation of the representative household�s utilityfunction.
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Optimal policy under full information will be characterized by the policy-
maker�s Þrst order condition

�� − �� = −
��

'
��	

3 (30)

The New-Keynesian Phillips curve (19) and a ' ) 0 in (29) implies that the
policymaker will face a trade off between inßation and output gap stabiliza-
tion in the presence of cost-push shocks. Optimal policy can offset demand
and technology shocks completely and a perfectly informed policymaker thus
only suffer losses from the cost-push shocks.

This completes the description of the economic model.

3 Diversity of Information

In full information models of monetary policy it is assumed that all agents
know the complete structure of the economy and can observe all relevant
variables perfectly. The full information set at time T shared by all agents,
*

� , thus is

*

� = {$ % & ' !� #� "� Σu� | + ≤ %} (31)

We will make a slight departure from this setting by making the exoge-
nous shocks, !� unobservable and the endogenous variables #� observable
only with measurement error. We will also make a distinction between
observations available to the central bank and those available to the repre-
sentative household. The information set of the partially informed agent �

at time T, *��  will be deÞned by (32) -(34)

*�� = {$ % , ,� ' Σu� Σ�
�� -�

� | + ≤ %} � ∈ {�. /} (32)

-� = ,

·
!�

#�

¸
+ v� (33)

-�
� = ,�- (34)

where , is a matrix that picks out and scales the variables -� that are
observable in principle, while,� picks out what variables that are observable
to agent �. The superscript �. denotes the central bank�s information set

3See Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999) for a derivation of the Þrst order condition.
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while / denotes that of households. SpeciÞcally,

, =


0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1

  -� =


��

��
��
��

+


���
�1
��

�2
��

�3
��


The vector of measurement errors, v� =

£
��� �1

�� �2
�� �3

��

¤0
 has co-

variance Σ�� with all off-diagonal elements equal to zero. -� thus consists
of one measure of inßation and three measures of output. The diversity of
information will be modelled by allowing the central bank to observe the in-
ßation measure and the first two measures of output, while households will
observe the inßation measure and the last two measures of output. Formally

,�� =

 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

  -��
� =

 ��

��
��

+ v��
�  

v��
� =

 ���
�1
��

�2
��

  �0��1
³

v��
�

´
= Σ��

��

,
 =

 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

  -

� =

 ��

��
��

+ v

�

v

� =

 ���
�2
��

�3
��

  �0��1
³

v

�

´
= Σ


��	

Varying the accuracy of the private indicator of the central bank can
be implemented by changing the variance of �1

��	 Similarly, the accuracy of
households private information can be varied by changing the variance of
�3
��	 It then follows that the accuracy of the common information is captured
by the variance of ��� and �2

��	

Some comments on this information structure is in order. Assuming only
one common measure of inßation is intended to capture the fact that inßa-
tion is measured quickly and accurately and that the numbers are publicly
available almost immediately. Letting the agents have diverse but intersect-
ing indicator sets for output is meant to capture that a lot of the information
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about the level of activity in the economy is publicly available, but that the
central bank is likely to have some private information, perhaps from sur-
vey data etc., that is not published. Also, it is intellectually appealing (at
least for non-central bankers) to allow for the possibility that there is some
information around in the economy unknown to the central bank. This is
captured by the private information of the households.

3.1 Estimating the state

The Kalman Þlter offers to the partially informed a method to estimate
the unobservable state variables. Since the partially informed agents know
the effect of the unobservable variables on the imperfectly measured but
observable variables through the structural equations, they will be able to
estimate the state of all the variables in the economy. Let !�

�|� denote agent
��s estimate of the state !� at time t. If observations were independent of
the endogenous variables, the estimate !�

�|� would be given by

!�
�|� = !�

�|�−1 +2(-�
� − 3!�

�|�−1) (35)

where 2 is the Kalman gain matrix and 3 a matrix that maps a state into
an expected observation. The term inside brackets can be interpreted as the
surprise part (the �innovation�) of the observation -�

� 	 When -�
� is a func-

tion of the endogenous variables in the model the contemporaneous effect
of the estimate should be subtracted from the term inside brackets to pre-
serve the interpretation as the surprise part of the observation. Intuitively
for our model, the part of the observation on inßation and output that can
be attributed to the central bank�s setting of the interest rate contains no
information about the exogenous state variables. In the same way, the con-
temporaneous effect from the partially informed households� estimate should
be subtracted. When households and the central bank share the same in-
formation set, their estimate of the exogenous state will be identical for all
time periods. It is then straightforward to augment (35) to

!�|� = !�|�−1 +2(-� − 3!�|�−1 −4!�|�) !�|� = !��
�|� ≡ !


�|� (36)

where 3 and 4 are matrices mapping the exogenous state and the common
contemporaneous estimate into an expected observation. 3 and 4 will
depend on the structural parameters of the model.

3.1.1 The signal extraction problem of the central bank

When the agents of the economy have partial and diverse information, mat-
ters become more complicated. To form an efficient estimate of the exoge-
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nous state, it is no longer enough for an agent to subtract the contempora-
neous effect of his own estimate. Consider the problem facing the central
banker of our model. He needs to estimate the exogenous variable in the
economy to set the interest rate such that the Þrst order condition holds
in expectations. But what he observes is only the endogenous variables,
inßation and output, which depend on the expectations of the households.
The households� expectations of inßation and output tomorrow in turn de-
pend on the households� estimate of the central bank�s estimate of the state
tomorrow, which depends on the central bank�s estimate of households� es-
timate of the central bank�s estimate of the expectation..... Continuing with
this logic, one enters the inÞnite recursion of estimating the estimates of
the estimates and so on, or with the words of Townsend who, in parallel
with Phelps, formulated the problem in 1983, �to forecast the forecasts of
forecasts...of others�. This is a general problem that emerges whenever for-
ward looking and interacting agents hold diverse and hidden expectations
of future or current states. This structure makes it optimal for the agents
to Þt a VAR-process of both inÞnite dimension and of inÞnite order, i.e. not
only should they deÞne the state of the system to include the �forecasts of
forecast of forecasts� to inÞnity, but it would also be optimal to condition
on the complete history of observations. Sargent (1991) proposes a way
to deal with this problem. Instead of letting the agents Þt an inÞnite order
VAR of inÞnite dimension, they can efficiently extract the information in the
equilibrium outcome by Þtting individual mixed vector ARMA processes of
Þnite dimension, where the MA part captures the interaction of the higher
order estimates. This approach will be followed to solve the signal extraction
problem of the central bank. The updating equation for the central bank�s
estimate of the state at time t will then be

!��
�|� = !��

�|�−1 +2��(-��
� − 3!��

�|�−1 −4��!��
�|� − 5���|� −65���−1|�) (37)

where 5���|� has mean zero and covariance Σ
�
�� 	The details of how to set up

the Kalman Þlter for this process is given in the Appendix. Intuitively,
this method uses that the central bank don�t need to know the higher order
estimates of the households as long as the implied behavior of the households
do not cause the variance of the endogenous variables to tend to inÞnity.
The inßuence of the households higher order estimates is modelled as an
additional stochastic process shocking the endogenous variables. The best
the central bank can do is to exploit the stochastic properties of this process
when it estimates the exogenous state.
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3.1.2 The signal extraction problem of the households

Part of the Þltering problem of the central bank consists of not being able
to observe the action of the households directly, and therefore it cannot Þl-
ter out movements in the endogenous variables caused by households� (po-
tentially inaccurate) expectations. Here households have an informational
advantage by being able to observe the action of the central bank, i.e. the
interest rate. The following updating equation of the households estimate
exploits this fact.

!

�|� = !


�|�−1 +2
(-

� − 3
!


�|�−1 −4
!

�|� −&��) (38)

The interpretation of 3
 and 4
 is the same as before. 3
 captures
the expected effect of the exogenous state on inßation and output while 4


maps the contemporaneous household estimate into its effect on inßation
and output.

3.2 Partial information in the economic model

We will follow previous papers on monetary policy with partial information
when we adjust the structural model (24) to allow for the central bank�s and
households� partial information. Policy, i.e. the interest rate, in period t will
no longer be a function of the exogenous state, !� but be a linear function (

of the estimate b!��
�|�, where b!��

�|� ≡
h
!��

�|� 5���|� 5���−1|�−1

i0
	 Similarly, the math-

ematical expectation of the endogenous variables �� [#�+1] will be replaced
by the household forecast #


�+1|�	 However, we do differ from the common in-
formation set literature by letting the central bank and households condition
their estimates on diverse observations.

The way actual shocks enter directly into (14) and (19) are not affected
by partial information. Inßation and output will then follow

#� = $!� + %#

�+1|� +&( b!��

�|�	 (39)

This completes the description of how partial information is implemented
in the structural model.

4 Indicator accuracy and the endogenous variables

In this section we will derive some of the effects of varying the accuracy of the
information set of one agent, while holding the actions of the other (class of)
agent(s) Þxed. Admittedly, this approach ignores some of the interactions
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between the two classes of agents behavior that occurs when we change the
information set of one of them. But bear with us. In Section 6 below we
will show that the interactions left out are not qualitatively important.

4.1 Noise and inaccurate policy

The most intuitive consequence of noisy indicators is that policy will be
less precise. Optimal discretionary policy is characterized by the Þrst order
condition of the central bank

�� − �� +
��

'
�� = 0 (40)

In a full information model, this proportional relationship between the out-
put gap and inßation will hold for all periods since the central bank can
observe �� �� and �� perfectly. In a partial information model, the central
banks estimate of �� �� and �� will in general be different from the actual
values and the Þrst order condition holds only in expectations. The devia-
tion of the target variables from the optimal proportionality can be written
as a function of the deviation of the central bank estimate of the state, b!��

�|� 
and the actual state b!�

³
�� − ����|�

´
−
³

�� − ����|�
´
+

��

'

³
�� − ���

�|�
´
=

=
h
∆ b!� +&( b!��

�|�
i
−
h
∆ b!�|� +&( b!��

�|�
i
=

= ∆
h b!� − b!��

�|�
i

 (41)

∆ =
££

��
� 1

¤ £
$ * 6��

¤− £ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
¤¤

The variance of this term is given by

��1
³
∆
h b!� − b!��

�|�
i´
= ∆
 ��∆0 (42)

where 
 �� is the intratemporal forecast error covariance matrix of the central
bank. 
 �� is given by the Riccati equation


 �� = b�(
 �� − 
 ��3��0(3��
 ��3��0 +Σ��
��)

−13��
 ��)b�0 + bΣ��
u�	

All the diagonal elements of 
 �� is increasing in all the diagonal elements of
Σ��
�� keeping bΣ��

u�constant. The quadratic expression of the variance of the
policy deviation (42) is thus also increasing in the elements of Σ��

��	 Noisier
central bank indicators thus tend to increase the variance of the deviations
from an optimal policy.
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4.2 Noise and muted responses to shocks

In this section we will show that increasing the noisiness of the private
household indicator will reduce the variance of inßation and the output gap,
and thus improves the welfare of the representative agent. We will proceed
in two steps. In the Þrst we will derive the positive relation between the
variances of inßation and the output gap and the variance of the household
estimate of the cost-push shock. In the second step, we will show that the
variance of the estimate is decreasing in the variance of the noise, and thus
that the variance of inßation and the output gap is also decreasing in the
variance of the noise.

4.2.1 Household estimates and the target variables

Since we want isolate the effects of the accuracy of the households private in-
dicators we can temporarily assume a perfectly informed central bank. This
allows us substitute the Þrst order condition (30) into the New-Keynesian
Phillips (19) curve to get

�� = �����+1 + �(�(−��

'
��) + ���)	 (43)

Rearrange this to get inßation as a function of the cost-push shock and
expected future inßation

�� =
�

1 + 1
��2�2 ����+1 +

�

1 + 1
��2�2 ���	 (44)

Iterate forward

�� =
�

1 + 1
��2�2

∞X
�=1

Ã
�

1 + 1
��2�2 ��

!�

��� +
�

1 + 1
��2�2 ��� (45)

where we used that �� [���+� | ���] = ������	 0 7 �

1+ 1
�
�2�2 �� 7 1 implies that

the sum is Þnite. Replace the the cost push shock in the forward looking
term with the household estimate and redeÞne the coefficients

�� = 8�
��|� + 9���	 (46)

The variance of inßation, :2
� will then be

:2
� = 82:2


�� + 92:2
�� + 2�0��1(9��� 8�
��|�) (47)
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where :2
�� and :2


�� are the variances of the actual and estimated cost-push
shocks. The covariance of the cost-push shock and the estimate of the cost-
push shock is positive and it is thus sufficient to show that the variance of
the estimate is decreasing in the magnitude of noise for also the variance
of inßation to be decreasing. With a perfectly informed policymaker, this
implies that the variance of the output gap is also decreasing since

:2
�−� =

µ
��

'

¶2

:2
�	 (48)

One should note that the variance of both inßation and output is positively
dependant on � and �	 If either today tells us nothing about tomorrow,
i.e. if � is small, or if households don�t care much for tomorrow, i.e. if �

is small, the variance of the estimates will have small consequences for the
variance of inßation and the output gap. We now turn to the question of
how the variance of the estimate, :2


�� is affected by less accurate household
indicators.

4.2.2 Noisy indicators and the variance of the estimates

In the Þgure below, simulated estimates of a cost push shock are plotted
for different measurement errors together with the actual cost-push shocks
hitting the economy.
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We can see that the larger the measurement errors, the closer to the
(zero) mean are the estimates.4 To understand the mechanics of this, it is
instructive to look at the limit case of inÞnitely noisy indicators. In this
case the observation holds no information at all about any of the variables
and the best estimate of a variable is its unconditional mean. This does
not amount to systematic errors, since the true value of the shock is never
revealed to the partially informed agents. The same point can be made by
using the Kalman Þlter updating equation

!

�|� = �!


�−1|�−1 +2
(-

� − 3!


�|�−1 −4!

�|� −&��) (49)

�
��|� =
£
1 0 0

¤
!


�|� (50)

and the formula for the Kalman gain matrix

2
 = 

3
0(3


3
0 +Σ

��)

−1	 (51)

The variance of the estimates!

�|� is given by the discrete Lyaponov equation

Σ

�� = �Σ


���0 +2
;2
0 (52)

; = �0��1(-

� − 3!


�|�−1 −4!

�|� −&��)

Since � is a diagonal matrix, we can write the variance of the cost-push
shock estimate as

:2

�� =

¡
1− �2

�

¢−1
2


1��;2
0
1�� (53)

where 2

1�� denotes the Þrst row of the Kalman gain matrix. When the vari-

ance of the measurement errors, Σ

�� becomes inÞnitely large the elements

of 2
 will approach zero. With 2 = 0 the updating equation (49) becomes
a deterministic difference equation converging to the zero mean from any
initial condition and the variance of the estimate will tend to zero.

The reduced variance of the cost-push estimate from an increase in noise
completes the link from household indicator noise to the variance of the
target variables. Less informed households thus tend to reduce the losses
suffered from inßation and output gap volatility.

5 Finding the partial information equilibrium dy-
namics

In the analysis above we found it useful to hold the responses of households
to shocks Þxed when we discussed how noise affected the accuracy of policy,

4See Appendix C for the parameter values used in the graph.
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and vice versa we assumed that the central bank was perfectly informed
when we analyzed the impact of noise on the behavior of households. This
approach leaves out some of the interactions between one agent�s actions and
the informational content of the observation of the other (class of) agent(s).
For the agents of the model to solve their Þltering problem efficiently, these
interactions must be taken into account. This section describes the agents�
perceived laws of motion of the observable variables and deÞnes the equi-
librium dynamics as a Þxed point in the mapping from perceived to actual
laws of motion.

5.1 The central bank’s perceived law of motion

The central bank perceives the endogenous variables to follow the process

#� = 3��!� +&�� + 5���|� +6��5���−1|�−1	 (54)

The properties of the exogenous variables !� and the coefficients in 3�� and
& are derivable from the structural model and are independent of the mea-
surement errors, but the knowledge of these are not enough to efficiently
estimate the state of the economy. The central bank also need to know
the stochastic properties of the MA process capturing the hidden actions
of households, and these depend on the measurement errors of the indica-
tors observable by households. There are thus three objects in the central
bank�s perceived law of motion that cannot be determined independently
of the accuracy of the households� indicator: The variance of 5���|� Σ

��
��  the

covariance of the actions of households and the exogenous variables, Σ��
��  

and the coefficients on the lagged shock vector in the MA process, 6��	

5.2 Households’ perceived law of motion

Households need to estimate !� and forecast policy tomorrow to form an
expectation of inßation and output. If the central bank were perfectly in-
formed, households expectations of inßation and output next period would
be given by

#

�+1|� = %−14
!


�|�	 (55)

We now want to Þnd the optimal household forecast of inßation and output
when the central bank has only partial information.

The optimal proportionality between inßation and the output gap, as de-
scribed by the Þrst order condition of the central bank, is attainable in each
period. Any deviation of the actual outcome from these proportions must
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stem from inaccurate information on behalf of the central bank. Similarly,
any deviation between households� estimates of the target variables and the
optimal proportions must be due to informational discrepancies between
households and the central bank. From the perspective of the household,
this discrepancy can be viewed as an additional state variable, holding infor-
mation about next periods inßation and output gap.5 The predictive power
of this additional state variable depends on the accuracy of the information
of both the central bank and households. Households expectations of next
periods inßation and output will be of the form

#

�+1|� = %−14
!


�|� +6
5
�|� (56)

5
�|� =

µ
�
�|� − �
�|� +

��

'
�

�|�

¶
(57)

where the coefficients in 6
 have to be determined together with the accu-
racy of all agents indicators.

5.3 Finding the equilibrium dynamics

We have now introduced all the principal ingredients necessary to solve for
the dynamics of the whole system, i.e. the dynamics of not only the estimates
!�

�|� but also the endogenous variables #� as functions of the exogenous
shocks and the measurement errors. What remains is to determine the
four objects

n
Σ��
��  Σ

��
��  6�� 6


o
 and this have to be done numerically.

We need to Þnd what Sargent (1991) calls the �limited information rational
expectations equilibrium�, deÞned as a Þxed point on the mapping from
perceived to actual laws of motion. The Þxed point can be found by iterating
on the following algorithm.

1. Start with an initial guess of Σ��
�� Σ

��
��  6�� and 6
	

2. Calculate the optimal policy ( given the central banks perceived laws
of motion.

3. Use the structure of the economy to map the perceived laws of motion
of all classes of agents into actual laws of motion.

4. Replace the initial guess of Σ��
��, Σ

��
��  6�� and 6
 with their actual

counterparts.

5One should note that this is true irrespectively of whether households or the central
bank are closer to knowing the true state.
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5. Repeat 1-4 until perceived and actual laws of motion have converged
for all agents.

This will imply that 2� 
 � also have converged and that we have a
system of the form e!� = Π e!�−1 + e� (58)

where e!� =
h

!�
b!��
� !


� -� #� 5��� 5
�|� ��

i0
	 The equilibrium im-

plies that the agent�s perception of
n
Σ��
��  Σ

��
��  6�� 6


o
are consistent with

their observations. The set up of the complete system and the solution
procedure is detailed in Appendix A.

6 Equilibrium dynamics, welfare and indicator ac-
curacy

With a process in the form of (58) it is straightforward to calculate the
expected value of the loss function

Λ� = ��

" ∞X
�=0

��
£
'(��+� − ��+�)

2 + �2
�+�

¤#
	

In this section we will see how the expected losses are affected when we
change the accuracy of the central bank�s and households private indicators,
as well as the accuracy of the indicator observable to both. The technical
details of calculating the expected loss and the parameters that were used
in the computation of the graphs of this section are given in Appendix B
and C.

In Figure 2 we have plotted expected losses (on the vertical axis) when
we vary the accuracy of the central banks� private indicator (along the hor-
izontal axis).
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Figure 2

Here we can see that losses are increasing in the magnitude of the mea-
surement errors of the central banks private indicator, and that the result
from the previous section carries over to the full equilibrium case. Monetary
policy do beneÞt from increased accuracy of its private indicator. Where the
graph ßattens out, the magnitude of noise has become so large in the private
indicator that the central bank relies entirely on the commonly observable
measures of output and inßation to set policy.

In the opposite sloping graph in Figure 3 below, we can conÞrm that
also the suggested effects of inaccurate household indicators carries over to
the full equilibrium dynamics.
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Figure 3
Losses are decreasing in the magnitude of the measurement errors and the
next section discusses how this can be interpreted at the micro level.

Will the positive or negative effect of measurement errors dominate when
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we vary the accuracy of the common information set? The derivations of
Section 5 suggested that the more persistent the shocks were, the more likely
was the positive effects of noise to dominate.
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Figure 5

That persistence of shocks can matter qualitatively is conÞrmed by in
Figure 4 and 5, where we have negative welfare effects of noise with small
shock persistence, and positive welfare effects with large shock persistence.
However, this is not a general result. We can get negative effects of noise for
any degree of persistence, by setting the private household indicator to be
accurate enough. Then the common indicator have little informational value
to the households, but may still be important for the Þltering problem of
the central bank. The negative effect of less accurate policy then dominates.
The reverse results, but with positive effects for all degrees of persistence,
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can be obtained by having a very accurate private central bank indicator.

7 Why is household ignorance (micro) bliss?

Even when the mechanics of how less accurate household indicators leads to
less volatile output gaps and inßation, one may legitimately ask the ques-
tion �What prevents the agents from achieving this outcome under full in-
formation?� To answer this question, it will be useful to quickly rehash the
argument in Woodford (2001) about the welfare implications of inßation
stabilization when prices are staggered.

Remember the CES aggregator of goods

�� =

µZ 1

0
�� (�)

�−1
� ��

¶ �

�−1

	 (59)

and note that the differentiated goods enter the index symmetrically and
with decreasing marginal weight. The optimal demand schedule for each
good

��(�) = −�(�(�)− �) + �� (60)

shows that if prices were the same for all goods, it would be optimal to con-
sume the same amount of each good. From an aggregate perspective, the
�price� of the good is the amount of resources spent on producing it. When
the individual Þrms� technology is symmetric and displays non-increasing
returns to scale, it will also be optimal for the aggregate economy to pro-
duce the same amount of each good. In a decentralized equilibrium this will
be achieved when the price for all goods are the same.6 In a model with
staggered prices, i.e. a model where Þrms change prices infrequently and in
a non-synchronized fashion, inßation implies changes in the relative prices of
goods and �(�) = � ∀ � only in the steady state. Inßation thus leads to an
inefficient composition of production and consumption. In a similar fashion
one can argue that changes in the output gap corresponds to non-efficient
variations in the relative price between goods today and goods tomorrow.
An intriguing feature of this type of models is thus that the Þrst best out-
come can be achieved either through perfect price ßexibility or perfect price
rigidity, given that a benevolent and perfectly informed policymaker set the
interest rate such that the economy always operate at the efficient potential
output level.

6This argument (and these types of models in general) rests on the assumption that
the economy consists of Yeoman farmers with perfect income insurance, or that all agents
symmetrically own and supply labor to all Þrms.
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So what prevents the agents from achieving the superior outcome under
full information? The pricing behavior of the structural model assumes that
each Þrms maximizes its own proÞt. The less desirable outcome stems from a
failure of the individual Þrms to internalize the aggregate effects of changing
prices. Less accurate information thus works as a coordinating mechanism,
that is detrimental to the individual Þrm, but beneÞcial to society as a
whole, by inducing the Þrms that do adjust prices in one period to adjust
them less aggressively. This can be contrasted to the results of BomÞm
(2001), who Þnds that even though less accurate information leads to less
volatile cycles also in a standard RBC framework, they do not represent
welfare improvements. In his model, the perfect information responses are
optimal responses to the shocks hitting the economy.

8 Some concluding remarks

In the analysis above, we have argued that assuming a common information
set shared by the public and the central bank may be inappropriate when one
is concerned with the value of information it self. SpeciÞcally, we argued that
it may lead one to draw the conclusion that monetary policy do not beneÞt
from accurate real time data. However, when a model of diverse information
was set up, we could show that the central bank and the representative
household do beneÞt from a well informed monetary policy. However, we
also showed that monetary policy improved when the accuracy of the private
household information set was decreased, due to weaker responses to shocks.
We argued that this decreases the relative price distortions due to staggered
prices, and that less precise household indicators improves the welfare of the
representative consumer.

We cannot a priori say which one of these effects that will dominate when
the accuracy of the common information set is changed, but our analysis
pointed out that the positive effects of more noise are likely to be smaller,
either when the households do not care much about the future, or when to-
day�s shock have little predictive power of future shocks, i.e. with low shock
persistence. Indeed, we could produce opposite welfare effects of increased
accuracy by varying the persistence of cost push shocks, holding all other
parameters Þxed.

One should note the difference between the forces at work in the model
presented here, and those at work in models where households are perfectly
informed. As Pearlman (1991) and Nimark (2003) point out, partially in-
formed discretionary policy tends to display more inertia, and thus mimics
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the behavior of optimal policy under commitment. In the absence of a
commitment technology, noise in the central bank�s indicators can improve
welfare. Under the assumption of a perfectly informed public, the positive
effects of noise disappears when a commitment technology exists. However,
the positive welfare effects of a badly informed public should be robust to
the existence of a commitment technology.

An implication of the negative welfare consequences of a well informed
public is that central banks should be restrictive with publishing their real
time data. This result holds regardless of whether the central bank is better
or worse informed than the public, since any additional information released
to the public will improve the accuracy of the households� Þltering problem.
This is both in line with and contrary to previous results by Amato and
Shin (2003), who also Þnd that a central bank should not release its real
time data to the public. The mechanics behind their result is different from
the one in the present paper though, and relies on the (realistic) assumption
of diversity of information within households. In their model, it is the as-
sumption that the released information is common among households that
makes it detrimental to welfare, not its accuracy. Indeed, they Þnd that the
release of indicator data to the public is less detrimental to welfare the more
accurate it is.

There are of course other reasons why transparency may be desirable
that are not covered in the present paper. One often cited such reason is
accountability. Access to the real time data that past decisions were based on
is vital to a fair judgement of those decisions. In practice there should thus
exist a trade off between the negative effects of transparency put forward in
this paper, and the need to hold decision makers accountable.

The present paper points out some directions of possible future research.
The quantitative importance of the welfare effects of indicator accuracy are
largely unknown. To address this issue we need to develop convincing meth-
ods of characterizing present indicator uncertainty. The paper by Lippi and
Neri (2003) is a Þrst important step in this direction. This may also lead
us to revise estimates of the structural parameters of the model, since these
are not independent of the size of measurement errors or of the information
structures assumed.
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A The Partial and Diverse Information Model:
Set up and solution.

Write the structural model of Section 2 as

#� = $!� + %#

�+1|� +&�� (61)

!� = �!�−1 + "� (62)

$ = $−1
0 $1 % = $−1

0 %1 & = $−1
0 &1	 (63)

$0 =

·
1 −��

0 1

¸
 $1 =

·
� 0 −��

0 1 1

¸
 (64)

%1 =

·
� 0
1
� 1

¸
 &1 =

·
0
− 1

�

¸
(65)

A.1 Agents’ perceived laws of motion

The central bank will Þt the following process

#� = 3��!� +&�� + 5���|� +6��5���−1|�−1 (66)

while households will Þt

#� = $!� + %#

�+1|� +&�� (67)

#

�+1|� =

³
$+4


´
�!


�|� +6
5
�|� (68)

5
�|� =

µ
�
�|� − �
�|� +

��

'
�

�|�

¶
(69)

(66) to (69) are the central bank�s and households� perceived laws of motion
of the endogenous variables.

A.2 Defining the observables ��

-� = ,

·
!�

#�

¸
+ v� (70)

-�
� = ,�- (71)

, =


0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
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,�� =

 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

  ,
 =

 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1



A.3 Estimating the state

A.3.1 The signal extraction problem of the central bank

The central bank need to estimate the state vector b!��
� deÞned as

b!��
� =

h
!� 5���  5���−1

i0
(72)

where the estimate b!��
�|� will be given by

b!��
�|� = b!��

�|�−1 +2��
³

-��
� − 3�� b!��

�|�−1 −4�� b!��
�|�
´

(73)

where

3�� = ,��
£

$ * 6��
¤

(74)

4�� = ,��&( (75)

2�� = 
 ��3��0(3��
 ��3��0 +Σ��
��)

−1 (76)


 �� = bρ(
 �� − 
 ��3��0(3��
 ��3��0 +Σ��
��)

−13��
 ��)bρ0 + bΣ��
u� (77)

b� =

 ρ 0 0

Σ��
��

³
Σ��
��

´−1
ρ 0 0

0 * 0

  bΣ��
u� =

 Σu� 0 0
0 Σ��

�� 0

0 0 0

 (78)

Note that b!��
�|�−1 = bρ b!��

�−1|�−1	 (79)

A.3.2 The optimal interest rate under discretion

The optimal interest rate under discretion is set such that

<Λ��
�|�

<��
= 0

subject to the central bank�s perceived law of motion

#� = $!� +&�� + 5���|� +6��5���−1|�−1
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The linear-quadratic framework implies that the optimal interest rate
can be written as linear function ( of the estimated extended state b!��

�|�

�� = ( b!��
�|� (80)

where

( = [ − �1�11+��2�21

�2
1+��2

2
− �1�12+��2�22

�2
1+��2

2
0 (81)
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]

Lower case letters denote element��� of the coefficient matrices denoted by
the corresponding capital letters.

Households� estimate !

�|� will be

!
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A.4 The actual law of motion

The perceived laws of motion can be mapped into an AR(1) actual law of
motion

Π0



!�b!��
�|�

!

�|�
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�|�
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(88)
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Where

Π0 =



* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 * 0 Γ��,�� 0 0 0 0
0 0 * Γ
,
 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 * −* 0 0 0
−$ −4�� −%

¡
$+4


¢
� 0 * 0 −%6
 −&

−3�� 0 0 0 −* * 0 &

0 0 −∆
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(89)

Π1 =



� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Ψ�� 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Ψ
 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −6�� 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


(90)

Γ�� = − £* +2��4��
¤−1

2��
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 = − £* +2
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* +2��4��
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Ψ
 =
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¤−1
2
3
b�i

or e!� = Π e!�−1 + e� (91)

Π = Π−1
0 Π1 (92)

where e� has covariance

Σ�� = Π
−10
0



Σ�� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Σ�� 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


Π−1

0 (93)
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A.5 Finding the implied actual laws

To Þnd the actual
n
Σ��
��  Σ

��
��  6�� 6


o
 given the system (91) we Þrst need

to Þnd the covariance matrix of e!�	This is given by the discrete Lyaponov
equation

Σf�� = Σ�� +Π
0Σf��Π (94)

One should note that the �true� 5��� is included as a state variable deÞned as

5��� = #� −&�� −6��5���−1	

This is necessary to Þnd the implied actual Σ��
�� and Σ

��
�� , given by the

elements of Σf�� corresponding to the covariance of the �true� 5��� with itself,
and the exogenous process !�. The implied actual coefficient matrices 6��

and 6
 can be found by

6�� = ΠΣ����Σ
−1
���� (95)

6
 = ΠΣ��
Σ

−1
�� (96)

where

Σ���� = �0��1
³

#� 5���

´
 Σ���� = �0��1(5��� ) 

Σ��
 = �0��1
³

#� 5
�|�
´

	

A.6 Finding the limited information rational expectations
equilibrium

1. Start with an initial guess of 6�� Σ��
��  Σ

��
�� and 6
 in (74), (78), and

(86).

2. Calculate the optimal policy ( given the central banks perceived laws
of motion.

3. Use (88) -(96) to map the perceived laws of motion of all classes of
agents into actual laws of motion.

4. Replace the initial guess of 6�� Σ��
��  Σ

��
�� and 6
 with their actual

counterparts.

5. Repeat 1-4 until perceived and actual laws of motion have converged
for all agents.
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B Computing the loss function

The procedure is a slightly modiÞed version of the one described in Söderlind
(1999). Start by rewriting the loss function (29) in matrix form as

3� = ��

" ∞X
�=0

�� e! 0
�+�=

0>= e!�+�

#
	 (97)

where

=2�30 =
£

?� 0 0 0 ?� 0 0 0 0
¤

 (98)

?� =

·
0 0 0
0 0 −1

¸
 ?� =

·
1 0
0 1

¸
(99)

> =

·
1 0
0 '

¸
(100)

The loss function can now be calculated as

3� = e! 0
�@
e!� +

�

1− �
+1��A (@ Σ��) (101)

@ can be found by iterating (backwards in �time�) on

@� = =0>=+ �Π0@�+1Π (102)

C Parameter values used in figures

Figure �� �� �� :��1 :��2 :��3

1 .5 .5 .9 0.1/1.0
2 .5 .5 .9 - 0.01 0.2
3 .5 .5 .9 0.2 0.01 -
4 .1 .5 .5 0.04 - 0.2
5 .9 .5 .5 0.04 - 0.2

� � � � � :�� :�� :�� :��

.99 2 11
2 10 3

4 0.035 0.015 0.01 0.001
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